SOCIOLOGY IN AMERICA: THE DISCIPLINE AND THE PUBLIC*
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION,
1988 PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
HERBERTJ. GANS
When I first began to think about the
presidential address, I planned to choose one
of the research areas in which I've worked all
of my professional life. I considered a paper
on Sociology and the City, urban sociology
currently being in an exciting intellectual
transition, and also one on Poverty and
Inequality, a topic about which sociologists
have far more to contribute than they now do.
I would also have liked to discuss Sociology
and the Mass Media, an ever more significant
field which still has not received the attention
and respect from the discipline that it
deserves.
Instead of writing a paper that might have
been relevant to only some colleagues,
however, I chose a topic in which all of us are
or should be interested, the discipline.' More
particularly, I want to discuss our relations
the lay
with America's nonsociologists,
public: both the very large general public and
the smaller well-educated one which does
much of the country's professional-level
analytic and creative work. Since the lay
public includes the country's entire population, less the approximately 20,000 sociologists, my topic is also an intrinsic part of
Sociology in America.
Although I shall concentrate on what we
* Direct all correspondenceto HerbertJ. Gans,
Department of Sociology, Columbia University,
New York, NY 10027.
I am grateful to many colleagues who made
helpful comments on the version of this essay
presentedin Atlanta, and to those at the Graduate
Center of the City University of New York, the
State University of New York at Albany, and
Fordham University for allowing me to try out
early versions of it on them. My thanks also to
Anna Karpathakisfor library research assistance
and to Allan Silver for convincing me to use an
allusion to Alexis de Tocqueville's classic work for
the title of this paper and the theme of the 1988
Annual Meeting.
1 I had, however, made presentations about
where I thoughtsociology was going to seminarsat
ColumbiaUniversity in 1980 and 1985, each time
before large enough audiencesto suggest that there
was considerableinterestin the topic.

still need to do to serve the lay public and the
institutions in which it is involved, in many
respects we are doing better than we have in
the past. Sociology has establisheda presence
in many kinds of policy analysis and is
moving into large numbersof other so-called
practice areas, even if our ideas continue to
be largely absent from the country's political
thinking. As best I can tell from energeticbut
unsystematic observation, the news media
pay more attention to us than before, and
some journalistsnow want sociological angles
on feature stories they are covering. Slowly
but surely they are also becoming interested
in sociological research. We even show up as
sympatheticcharactersin occasional popular
novels and films, although we continue to
play villains and fools in high culture. I have
the impressionthat the majorityof the literary
community still believes that only it can
analyze society.
When one talks with publishersof general,
nonacademic books as well as with editors
and writers for so-called serious magazines
and with foundation heads, the picture also
remains discouraging. Too many people still
dislike sociology or, worse still, are not
interestedin it. To be sure, often they react to
caricaturesof sociology, but the very fact that
they are not motivated to go beyond caricatures is itself depressing. In effect, we play a
smaller part in the country's intellectual life
than we should.
Many sociologists find nothing wrong with
this state of affairs. For them, sociology is a
social science with emphasis on the science,
and reachingout to, or obtainingthe attention
of, the lay public is irrelevant.Others hold a
strongerversion of this point of view; being
in touch with the laity, except when necessary
for earning a living, impedes the progress of
scientific research. Colleagues who feel most
strongly speak of vulgarizing sociology or
panderingto the uninformed.
I believe that these feelings are mistaken.
Maintainingsome relationshipwith the American public is part of our responsibility as
members of society and as recipients of its
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funds, public or private, whether as tuition
payments, salaries, grants, or contacts. Moreover, when members of the lay public feel
that our work is useful or enlightening or
both, they have an incentive to give us their
culturaland political supportif we need itwhen issues like studentinterestin sociology,
the allocation of researchfunds, and freedom
of researchare at stake. The rest of the essay
will show that paying more attention to lay
America can be done without pandering.
This essay has three major parts. The first
describes some of the research needed to
analyze sociology's roles in America, for
without it we cannot fully understandhow we
can best reach out to the lay public. The
second partdiscusses some ways in which we
can now improve our relations with the
public. In the last partof the paperI focus on
sociology itself, offering some ideas on what
we can do better for ourselves even as we do
better by the public.2
Before I startI must define the term "we."
I use it broadly, referring to "we the
discipline" and "we the collectivity," knowing all the while that the discipline is highly
diverse while the collectivity is far from a
functioning sociopolitical entity. "We" is
therefore mainly a shorthand about how
numbersof us act or how we should all act,
but I must apologize to the practitionersthat
my "we" is mostly the academic discipline
and collectivity, they being what I know best.
STUDYING SOCIOLOGYIN AMERICA
My initial topic is researching Sociology in
America. At one level, I see the topic as a set
of studies in the sociology of knowledge that
tries to understandwhere we are coming from
and going and how we are tied to the main
structuresand hierarchiesof American society. In the process, we should identify our
employers, sponsors, funders, supporters,
and allies, as well as our clients or constituents-and our possible victims. In short, we
must understandwhose sides we have been
on, purposely or accidentally(Becker 1967).
At anotherlevel, Sociology in America is
evaluative, the application of our analytic
2
Some of what follows was also said by
presenters at the Atlanta thematic and special
sessions, but I wrote this essay before readingtheir
presentations.

tools and our values to understandand assess
what we are doing for and to the country, as
well as to all the sectors on which we might
impinge, from underdogs to top dogs, for
instance. We need to know whom we help
and whom we injure and damage, intentionally and unintentionally,so that we can figure
out what we should be doing and not doing in
behalf of a better society, however "better"
may be defined.
"Sociology in America" is a good title for
an ASA annual meeting theme, but the topic
could also be called sociology and society, in
part to emphasize that it must be crossnational and cross-cultural as well (Kohn
1987). A first priority is conceptualizingthe
basic subject, and many alternatives are
possible. One can begin by looking for and at
sociology's contributions, identifying activities and institutions in which sociologists
have participateddirectly or in which their
work has been used indirectly. A major
problem with looking at contributionsis that
we tend to forget the negative ones and the
ones we fail to make, but this problemcan be
corrected.
A slightly different approachwould be to
ask what roles sociology has played and is
playing, adding the evaluative element by
also asking how well these roles were played,
and which should be played in the future.
Some roles are self-evident, but the concept
allows us to wonder whether, for example,
we somehow also representparticularinterest
groups, or falling, not to mention rising,
classes. Or are we mainly one of a set of
academics whose role it is to add a touch of
cultural polish and a smidgen of social
conscience to the socialization of young
Americans able and willing to go to college?
Yet how do we fit into the scheme of things
when we play what I think of as the Martian
role, distancingourselves and going to Erving
Goffman's backstage-or back of it-to
report on how society or some of its
constituentparts operate.
My own thinkingtakes me in the direction
of effects concepts, because what matters
most is not what we have done but how our
work has affected others. Somewhatthe same
outcome as a study of effects can be achieved
by the use of functional analysis, for
functions are operationalized as consequences-as long as we always inquire into
functionsand dysfunctionsof what for whom,
and assume the possibility that some of our
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activities are functional mainly for ourselves.
Alternatively, one can look at sociology's
benefits and costs-if these are not treated
solely as quantitativeconcepts. We must also
remember that researchers will not always
agree on what is beneficial and costly, and
that the determinationof benefits and costs
must reflect the views of all those who
actually win and lose. Moreover, we must
never exclude the possibility that our work
has neithersignificantbenefits nor costs-nor
major independenteffects. We are, after all,
only 20,000 in a country of 230 million.
I am aware of all the methodological
difficulties of studyingeffects, functions, and
benefits and costs, but we must discover what
impact we have had. Furthermore, any
properly sociological effects study has to
examine the agents and processes that have
shapedsociology to achieve whateverimpacts
it is having. Thus, a study of sociology's
impact on America must be preceded by
research on America's impacts on sociology
(Gouldner 1970; Vidich and Lyman 1985).
However, if we analyze the roles we have
played, we must likewise ask who helped us
play these roles and how we were invited or
shoehornedinto them.
Needless to say, there are other conceptual
schemes for looking at sociology in America,
but whatever the schemes, the questions I
have raised also have to be answered
historically. In fact, it may be strategic to
begin with historical analyses because the
historicalview can give us a better fix on the
primary theoretical and empirical issues on
which we must concentrate in order to
understandthe present.
Although the teachingof sociology has still
not obtained enough respect from the discipline, the fact remains that virtually all
academic sociologists, including those at the
most elite research universities, earn their
living by teaching. Consequently, one of the
first and most important questions to be
researchedconcerns the effects, and thus also
the effectiveness, of our teaching.
ASA estimates that 75 percent of America's sociologists-or 15,000-are still academics. If each teaches four courses a year,
and many unfortunatelyteach many more,
that comes to 60,000 courses a year, and of
these the most frequently taught continue to
be introductory,marriageand the family, and
social problems. Although studies have been
made of the majortexts used in these courses,

3
we ought to startfinding out what is actually
being taught in them: not only what kinds of
sociology, but what descriptions of and
prescriptionsfor Americansociety. For example, a multicampus sample of marriage and
the family courses could be analyzed to
identify what models of marriage and the
family sociologists teach, and what postures
they encourage studentsto take towardthem,
explicitly or implicitly. To what extent do we
teach conformity to the culturally dominant
models, and if we suggest the desirabilityof
sociopolitical change, what new or old
models do we have in mind?
After that, we ought to begin on the more
urgentbut also more complex task of looking
at what students learn from these basic
courses, for their own lives and their citizen
roles, to see if we can establishfindings about
the effects of their exposure to sociology.
Since sociology has begun to drift down to
the high schools, similarresearchcan be done
there. Schools not being the only teaching
institutions in America, however, someone
should also take a look to see whether
sociology has yet had any visible impact on
the country's news and entertainmentmedia.
Parallel kinds of research can be undertaken among sociological practitioners. Indeed, now is an ideal time to begin, for
before-and-afterstudies should immediately
be conducted at some of the many public
agencies and private companies that are first
hiring sociologists, so that we can learn what
early effects they are having. Now that
sociologists are being employed in market
research, for example, it would be useful to
look at a sample of firms to discover what, if
anything, the sociologists do differently-and
with what effects-from the previous market
researcherswho have generally been MBA's
and psychologists. Do sociological market
researchers have more empathy for the
subjects of market research than had their
predecessors, and what effects does this have
on their work, the resultingfirm policies, and
the profits? Or are sociologists in big
organizations more likely to practice what
their organizationsprescriberatherthan what
their discipline has trained them to practice?
Incidentally,an interestingstudy of academic
practitioners,the increasingnumberof sociologists who become deans and provosts of
their universities, could be done to see what,
if anything, they do differently because they
are sociologists.
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The effects studies of the greatest urgency
are those with potential public policy significance. I will limit myself to two examples.
One is the roles and functions sociology has
played in past culture-of-povertyresearchand
is now playing in the study of what is
currently called the underclass. We could
begin, for example, with the effects the most
widely-readnew sociological book of the last
two years, William J. Wilson's The Truly
Disadvantaged(1987), has had for the public
understandingof the underclass, and for the
policies needed to bring it into the country's
mainstream. As sociological underclass research proliferates, however, we must also
look at what we may be doing against the
people now assigned to that class.
The term underclass was first used in
recent times by GunnarMyrdal (1963) as an
economic concept for describing a set of
people being driven to the edges or out of the
economy. While most current underclass
research seems to be in the hands of
economists, they have generally adopted a
different definition, perhaps of journalistic
origin, in which the membersof that class are
also associated with a variety of criminal,
pathological, or stigmatizedactivities and are
generally black or Hispanic.
No laws prevent us from studying the
impact of economists alongside of, or in
comparisonto, our own, and many questions
deserve answering. Do studies using the
underclass concept call attention to people
who need economic and other kinds of aid?
Or are researchersprimarilygiving scientific
legitimization to the latest buzzword for the
undeservingpoor and concurrentlyhelping to
disseminate a new code word for the covert
expressionof racialhostility?More generally,
what role do researchersplay in the emergence of a new public stereotype, and how
can they prevent a social science generalization or an ideal type from being interpretedas
a stereotype?
To the extent that underclass studies are
seen and used by social workers and other
street-level bureaucrats as well as policymakers, we have to ask whetherthese studies
mainly help the people of the underclass or
help government to control them? Once
again, what sides are we on, intentionallyand
unintentionally, as we study this newest
"hot" topic? Perhaps the biggest problem
stems from unintentional"putdowns"of poor
people, because of either lack of researcher

reflexivity or the use of data from agencies
that exist in part to be punitive toward the
poor.
I have the impression that sociologists
doing research among underclass people are
more likely to be on their side while the
economists tend to treat them as a dangerous
class. Even so, sociologists and economists
play only a small causal part in the tragic
relationship between the underclass and the
rest of America. Indeed, the currentresearch
is itself an effect of public appetites for
information, scapegoats, and, of course,
solutions. These appetites have themselves
emerged for such reasons as the increasing
fear of crime-and of dark-skinnedAmericans-the rise of homelessness, the economic
insecurity created in many parts of the
population by the Reagan economy, and the
relentlesspressuresby the Reagan administration on people who cannot afford the values
of mainstreamcultures.
My second example might serve as a model
not only of what we have done well as
sociological researchersbut also of the ways
in which sociology can be useful, and
relatively easily. I think here of the large set
of findings which indicate on the one hand
that informal groups and related social
supports have both illness-preventing and
healing functions, and on the other hand that
isolation and loneliness as well as alienation
producedby hostile or distant formal institutions can breed and worsen physical and
mental illness. The basic idea goes back to
19th-centurysociology, but since World War
II many researchers have shown how the
presence or absence of kin, friends, neighbors, and other informal groups and networks affect health (Litwak and Messeri
1988).
For the study of sociology in America, and
for the making of health policy, we must
examine whether and how such findings are,
or could be, providingcompetitionfor purely
medical models of health and illness. In
addition, we need to know whether and how
these findings are leading to changes in
medical activity, from physician practice to
national health policy. Conversely, we must
also study why changes did not take place, so
that we can try to understandhow they could
take place. Since informalgroups should cost
less than doctors and hospitals, social supports would help reduce medical costs and
might be welcomed for that reason alone-
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note, because at least two furthertopics badly
need study if we are going to act intelligently
to improve our relations with both the large
general and the smaller well-educatedpublic.
One study seeks to identify lay sociology,
the generalizationsabout society and its parts
that all people-we included-start learning
as children, long before knowing of the
existence of professionalsociology. True, lay
people do not label their knowledge about
society sociology, but nonetheless it consists
of ideas and data in all of the fields we study.
Much lay sociology is learned during the
process of socialization, yet more is discovered through the applied participantobservationwe all do constantly in everyday
social life, and some comes from nonprofessional, or so-called pop, sociology: research
done by nonprofessionalsociologists who use
some of our methods but few of our concepts
and theories.
For my purpose, the significant questions
center around what happens when people's
lay sociology comes into contact with our
professional sociology. We have to discover
what impacts we have on lay sociology, and
whether and how we add to and change it.
Perhaps even more to the point, we have to
find out if and why we are ignored or
rejected. When the generalizationsof lay and
professional sociology diverge, we generally
seek to replace the lay kind, and our students
may fail to learn because they are not
persuaded that our sociology is more valid
than theirs. I wonder, for example, what
happens when working-class and poor students, whose lay sociologies are particularly
rich in the fields of class and inequality, take
a course in social stratification which sees
society solely from a middle-class perspective. Although we assume that professional
sociology is always better than the lay
version, that assumption also deserves some
inquiry.
The other study strikes at the heart of our
relationswith the educatedpublic because we
need to know in detail how our sociology is
judged by that public. If, when, and where
our standingis not as good as it should be, we
have to identify the reasons and causes. In
addition, we have to find out what the
membersof this public want from sociology,
SOCIOLOGYAND THE LAY PUBLIC
ours and theirs. There is clearly a great
The second part of my paper is about demand for applied organizationalresearch,
improving relations with the public and its for the managementliteratureis full of pop
institutions. I begin again on an empirical sociology on this topic, much of it so poor

unless hospitals and doctors decide to turn
them into a medical specialty, and charge
accordingly.
Whetherthe study of Sociology in America
involves basic, applied, or policy-oriented
research, we will, in effect, be studying
ourselves. I need not list the dangers of a
disciplinary-wideself-study, and in a utopian
world, anothersocial science would study us
while we study yet a third. However, in this
world, we have to do the needed studies and
we have to learn how to deal with the likely
conflicts of interest.
An essential ingredientfor self-study is the
right mixture of deliberate and systematic
reflexivity and an equally deliberate and
systematic distancing. Appeals for more
reflexivity without structural underpinnings
and instrumentalincentives being the material
of sermons, I am reluctant to go further
except to hope with Alvin Gouldnerthat what
I have in mind here does not become "just
another topic for panels at professional
conventions and not just anotherlittle stream
of technical reports" (Gouldner 1970, p.
489).
Consequently,as relevantstudies are undertaken, we have to begin to think about what
we will do with the results. Even before we
know more about our contributions, roles,
and effects, we must debate how to increase
sociology's positive effects and cut back the
negative ones. We ought also to confront
once more an old, recently forgottenquestion:
what is a good society and how can sociology
help bring it about?
I have no illusions abouthow much we can
agree on the natureof the good society or how
much we can do to bring one about, but the
discussion of these questions will have
beneficial results for the discipline itself. The
very innocence of the notion of the good
society may be a useful antidote for our too
frequent tendency toward excessive abstraction. Moreover, asking fundamentalgeneral
questions, even the kind that cannot be
answered easily or completely, forces us to
address issues of widespread interest in
America and is, in addition, a way of
reaching out to the general public.
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that every six months yet another new
analysis becomes a brief best-seller.
In their nonoccupationalreading, however,
many membersof the educatedpublic seem to
specialize in literary and historical works,
which is one reason why just about all of the
importantmagazines and publishing houses
catering to this public continue to be run by
people from literary and historical backgrounds. Why the readingpublic is so fond of
history and why it ignores-and perhaps
dislikes-some or much sociology is a
researchtopic of fundamentalimportance,for
until we have a comprehensive answer our
work will not get much attention from the
journals of cultural and political opinion, the
large circulation "class" magazines such as
Time, The New Yorker,or The Atlantic, and
"tradebook" publisherswho publishnontechnical books in the social sciences.
Despite the need for these researches,
many suggestions can be made now for how
to improve our relations with the lay public,
but I will limit myself to five I consider
particularlysignificant.
First, I assume the lay public-general and
educated-will pay more attentionto professional sociology if and when our research
addressessalient subjectsand issues. Many of
these center aroundthe family, the economy,
and health-subjects about which we have
something to say that can help people's
understanding,if we can present our ideas
and findings in plain English. Other lay
concerns touch on or are set off by current
events, and we should figure out how we can
do more studies on significant topics of the
moment. Many years ago Gladys and Kurt
Lang proposed "firehouseresearch"for such
studies, and their proposal is as timely as
ever. We can also supply useful commentson
topical issues, especially as debunkers and
correctorswhen the early journalistic reports
and nonprofessionalsociology are wrong. In
addition, we can report on trends underlying
topical subjects and can often provide more
systematic explanations of events and trends
than do journalistsand pop sociologists.
An already existing lay interest in our
sociology has to do with the diversity of
American life. Because of that diversity,
some membersof the lay public want to know
how other Americans cope with common
problems such as familial and community
ones, as well as how they interpret, or
substitute for, the conventional rules and

norms of American life. It is no coincidence
that the best-known sociological works of the
last 75 years-Middletown, The Lonely
Crowd, and Habits of the Heart-respond to
one or anotherof these lay inquiries.
These studies also exhibit what I consider
one of sociology's distinctive qualities: they
are based on researchamong ordinaryAmericans. While other social sciences concentrate
on elite decision-makers, exotic subcultures,
or laboratorysubjects, sociology has always
done much of its work with and among
typical Americans. This is one reason why
professional sociology, when properly presented, appeals to the lay public. That appeal
is widened when we use the researchmethods
that seem most attractive to this public: the
depth-interview, in which people have a
chance to talk and to explain themselves fully;
and fieldwork, in which sociologists are on
the scene to hear them on a continuingbasis,
and inside the social structuresin which they
act and interact.
The ideal study format may be the
community study, not because I have done a
few but because it is broad; it allows
researchers the opportunity to report on a
variety of people across a wide range of
institutionsand situations. If the communities
and people studied are reasonablyrepresentative or thoughtfullychosen deviant cases, the
samplingis done properly,and the researchis
focused on significanttheoreticaland substantive questions, this is the best way to look at
America, for both the discipline and the lay
public (Keller 1988).
Communitystudies are hardwork;they can
take a long time and, like many qualitative
studies, do not fit the currently dominant
definition of science. As a result, funding
agencies have not been supportive-a serious
mistakethathelps to explain why sociology is
not as much in the public eye as it should be.
The second of my five suggestions is a
corollary of the first: that undergraduate
sociology courses should concentrate, whenever -possible, on sociological analyses of
American institutionsand society ratherthan
on sociological principles illustrated with
samples from America. There is nothing like
an overly concept-filled introductorycourse
to turn many students against sociology
forever. Courses that teach sociology through
an analysis of American society also require
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researchon topical issues and currentevents.3
Unfortunately, even reading a first-class
newspaper or weekly news magazine with a
sociological eye is not normally part of the
graduate school training program. If we
carried out more analyses of topical issues
and current events, sociology could make
more original contributionsto understanding
both. If any sociologists now prepare such
analyses for their classes, we should find a
place where the best of them can be published
for the rest of us.
My third proposal is that we must recruit
and encourage talented sociologists who are
able and eager to reporttheirwork so thatit is
salient to both their colleagues and the
educated lay public. Borrowing Russell Jacoby's concept of public intellectuals(Jacoby
1987), they might be called public sociologists, and the public sociologist par excellence that comes at once to mind is David
Riesman. Public sociologists are not popularizers; they are empiricalresearchers,analysts,
or theoristslike the rest of us, althoughoften
their work is particularlythoughtful,imaginative or original in some respect.4
Public sociologists have three further distinctive traits. One is their ability to discuss
even sociological concepts and theories in the
English of the college-educatedreader, probably because they enjoy writing as well as
doing research and may even think of
themselves as writers.Their second traitis the
breadthof their sociological interests, which
covers much of society even if their research
is restrictedto a few fields. That breadthalso
extends to their conception of sociology,
which extends beyond research reporting to
commentaryand in many cases also to social
criticism. To put it anotherway, their work is
intellectualas well as scientific.5 A third, not

3 Some time ago I received a blurbfor an annual
review of sociology text for undergraduatesand
discovered that the vast majority of contributions
were not writtenby sociologists.
4 I distinguish public sociologists from visible
scientists (Goodell 1977) because the visible
scientists she describes earned their visibility not
only as scientists but also as popularizersand as
commentators on social issues far outside their
scientific fields.
5 Jacoby's hopes notwithstanding,public sociologists also have to be academics or practitioners,
there currentlybeing no free-lance writing market
to provide a living for even one sociologist.

unrelated, trait is the ability to avoid the
pitfalls of undueprofessionalismdescribedby
earlier ASA presidents(for example, Hughes
1963, p. 890; Lee 1976, pp. 927-29).
I do not know how one recruitsfledgling or
maturepublic sociologists, but I fear that too
many young people with an interestin society
get Ph.D.'s in English, literature,or history.
Consequently,sociology mustencouragethose
it does attract,beginning in graduateschool.
It also has to assure them that they can be
both sociologists and writers and will not be
discriminatedagainst for this combinationof
skills. For example, they must be rewarded
for being writers, and their majorsociological
writing in nonscholarlypublications must be
treated as equivalent to scholarly writing in
promotion and tenure decisions. We should
also find outlets for their writing inside
sociology so we do not lose all their work to
other publications.
I have been around long enough to
remember when David Riesman was not
considered a sociologist in many parts of the
discipline, although even today some colleagues who hold fervently to a natural
science conception of sociology reject public
sociologists. Worse yet, they may dismiss
them as "journalists,"a term that we should
never use as a pejorativefor yet other reasons
I will come to shortly. I am told that John
KennethGalbraith,the dean of public economists, has never been accepted as an
economist by many of his colleagues, but
then economics is a backwardsocial science
in other respects.
The fourth suggestion for adding to our
impact on the lay public requiresrevitalizing
an old mode of public sociology: social
criticism. I oversimplifyonly slightly to point
out that American sociology began in part as
social criticism, and while a handful of
sociologists have continued this tradition,
today's American social criticism is almost
entirely in the hands of journalists, essayists,
literary critics, and philosophers. Europe is
quite different in this respect, because many
Europeansociologists and researchersdouble
as -newspaperor magazinecolumnists, writing
regularly the kind of social commentary
found here in journalsof opinion and cultural
criticism.

We are not Europeansand we should not
even imitate America's currentsocial critics.
Our task is sociological

social criticism.

Journalisticand humanistic critics too often
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view social ills by what makes them personally unhappy, and they may also misunderstandthe causes of these ills or offer solutions
thatreflect the values of a single group-be it
intellectualelite or working class. Partly as a
result, conventional criticism is frequently
nostalgic or apocalyptic, with good old days
being mourned right and left and many
institutionsthought to be in permanentrapid
decline-headed almost always by the family.
The sociological social critic can do much
better! The identificationof social ills ought
to be based both on empiricaldata about what
the public or several parts of it feel to be
wrong, and on the critic's own concerns.
Proposedsolutions can likewise transcendthe
perspective of the critic's own immediate
circle, and they should draw on systematic
causal analyses of the problemsto be solved.
Social criticism is not for every sociologist,
but it should become partof the disciplinejust
as social policy researchbecame a partof it in
the last 20 years, once we were able to move
beyond the primitive conceptions of valuefree sociology on which the early disapproval
of social policy researchwas based. Sociological social criticism will never grow as large
as social policy research, however, because it
cannot, and should not, become a government
function.
My fifth and last proposal is particularly
focused on the generalpublic. Since its major
contact with professional sociology comes
from the mass media, we should try to get
more of the sociological perspective and our
own studies into these media. Reaching the
general public requirespopularizers, sociologists and others who can turn the ideas and
findings reported in our journals and books
that should be of general interest into
everyday English.6
Concurrently, we should encourage the
journalistswho also popularizeour work: the
small numberof free-lancerswho do it from
time to time, as well as the handfulwho have
regularsocial or behavioralscience beats. We
6

Actually,a numberof sociologistsarealready
Commitworkingwith ASA's PublicInformation
tee and ASA staff to writepopulararticlesfrom
papersin varioussociologicaljournals.Now we
needto findwaysto get theirworkintothemedia,
which also requireslearning what kinds and
subjectsof sociologywill appealto the general
public,andthe editorswho supplytheirnewspapersandmagazines.

should assist journalisticpopularizersas much
as we can, for good popularization will
increase public interest in sociology. At the
same time, we may be able to head off some
inaccurateor sensationalizedpopularization.
In addition, we should help nonprofessional researcherswho undertakepop sociology, which I described earlier as research
based on the concepts and ideas of lay
sociology. We can be particularly helpful
with advice on methods. After all, the rules of
sampling, question construction, field work,
and statistical analysis apply equally to
professionaland pop sociology. True, nonprofessional sociologists often cannot apply these
rules as rigorouslyas we do, for the lay public
is not interestedin professionalsubtleties and
qualifications, whether in sociology or in
physics. Still, our common interests in good
methodology can make us useful as long as
we understand and are tolerant about the
differences between their sociology and ours.
Good nonprofessional sociology is useful
to us for the same reasons as good popularization. We have a special interest in reducing
bad pop sociology, however, because its low
quality can reflect on us directly and quickly
since the general public may not distinguish
between professional and nonprofessional
sociology.
Professional sociologists should keep an
eye on pop sociology, if only because it has a
much larger audience than we do. They
should also distinguishbetween good and bad
pop sociology, but unfortunatelytoo many of
our colleagues look down on all of it, as they
do on popularizersof our work. This stance
can only hurtthe discipline, for when some of
us appear distant and superior, we may turn
off membersof the lay public otherwiseready
to pay attention to our work. Worse yet,
wholesale rejection of sociologies other than
ours may end up by biting the public hand
that feeds us.
An ideal solution, allowing us to have our
cake while eating it, is an ASA-run or
supervisedmagazine of high-qualitypopularized and pop sociology, but that solution is
unrealistic since the currentlay constituency
for sociology is too small to support such a
magazine. Sociology may be inherently less
newsworthythan, for example, psychology or
economics, since both give advice about
everyday life of a kind that we cannot
supply-or anthropology and psychiatry,
which can tell more dramaticstories than we.
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reporthad to be condensed into a few hundred
words. Journalismhas other faults too, but we
must learn to distinguish between good and
Today's most significant disseminatorsof bad journalism.Indeed, we should not refrain
our sociology to the general public are from criticizing bad news stories about our
magazine and newspaper journalists who work and ideas, as long as we make clear to
incorporateour work in theirstories, occasion- the journalists involved how and why their
ally because they judge a sociological studyto work was inadequate. Conversely, we have
be newsworthybut increasinglyoften because every right to expect thatjournalistswill learn
they want sociological commentaryon and in to distinguish between good and bad socioltheir stories. In these cases they may look for ogy, to give up their stereotypesof us, and to
appropriatesociological findings, a sociolog- stop thinking of the term sociological as a
ical perspectiveto increasethe qualityof their pejorative.
I end this section of the paper with a
story, or a quote to provide the story with
modest proposal: that the abstracts of our
some sociological legitimation.
These journalistsare a crucial resource for journal articles and the summaries of our
us, a veritable disciplinarytreasure, and they academic books be written in nontechnical
should be given our full and immediate English.9 Journalistsmay then become intercooperation (Gans 1988). That we are being ested in our work instead of becoming
called more and more often by reporters, discouragedat the very outset, and while they
feature writers, and their equivalents in will probably still have troubles with the
television can only be viewed as a compli- technical writing in the body of the text, they
ment. I hope it is also a sign thatthe old days, may be motivated to get in touch with the
when sociology was good only for a cranky authorfor help in clarifying his or her work.
feature exaggerating our shortcomings, are They may also wean us away from writing so
coming to an end.8 Besides, the more we help many of our article and book texts in
journalists with their stories, the more inter- "Sociologese. "
ested they may become in reporting our
studies.
We can be helpful further by eliminating SOCIOLOGYFOR AMERICA
the mindless attacks on journalism that are
still heard in the discipline. At one level they The third of my three topics is the discipline
reflect a disciplinary stereotype that all itself and what we can do to help as well as
journalismis superficial, but at anotherlevel improve ourselves. I again limit myself to the
they may express unhappiness with the academic side, mainly at the researchunivercompetitionjournalistsprovideus in the study sity level I know best. I will not systematiof society. While journalismis often superfi- cally evaluate that side of the discipline,
cial, sociology would be superficial equally however, and I cannot even go into some
often if it had to reportto a diverse and often specific problems that badly need discussing:
poorly educated lay audience;if it had a two- for example, the ways we still often mistreat
to six-hour deadline for data collection, graduate students and part-time instructors,
analysis, and writing; and if the research which is in part a reflection of long-standing
inequalities within the discipline. These
inequalities are currently worsened by the
ever-expandingstar system and the treatment
7 Psychology Today, which was founded as, and
is once again, a commercially owned magazine, of some colleagues as celebrities.
Here I want principallyto outline what we
was for some years published by the American
Psychological Association, which lost several need to do for and in the discipline in orderto
million dollars in the process and proved that even obtain a better reception from the public,
a giant social science organizationis not necessar- particularly the educated one. This goal
ily commerciallyadept.
requires attention to the intellectual level of

Thus, a Sociology Today modeled on the
monthly Psychology Today is not in the
cards.7

8 Such features, which criticize us for the use of
jargon, too many numbers, irrelevance, academic
restatementsof the obvious, as well as for triviality
and excessive seriousness, still appearfrom time to
time, and we should make sure that we do not act
accordingto this now-aging caricature.

9 Moreover, article abstractsshould not be
repetitionsof the first and sometimesthe last
of the articlebutshouldsupplyreaders
paragraphs
witha summaryof the article'sfindings.
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our work and the imperfectionsthat intellectual observers and other members of the
educated public see in that work. I will limit
myself to two such imperfections. Both can
also be found in the other social sciences,
which means that their causes transcendour
own discipline. However, the imperfections
of the other social sciences do not excuse
ours-and besides, we should be the first to
overcome them, thus leading the way for the
others.
The initial imperfection is mindlessness,
research that is poorly thought through.
Mindlessness cuts across fields and methods.
It is the use of proxies or indicatorsbecause
tangentially appropriatequantitativedata are
accessible, even though these proxies have
only the most tenuous logical or empirical
connection to the phenomena under study.
Mindlessness is grounding the analysis of a
complicatedphenomenonon survey questions
without any idea of how respondentsunderstood the questions. Mindless fieldwork
supplies thick descriptionsof what is already
common knowledge but fails to provide the
thick analyses that are sorely needed. And
whatever the research method, there are still
occasional sociological analyses that, once
translatedinto ordinaryEnglish, turnout to be
examples of what we have often been accused
of: restatingthe obvious.
Another kind of mindlessness sacrifices
substantive validity to a favored analytic
technique of the moment. That kind of
mindlessnessis partand parcel of our passion
for methodology, which is actually longstanding. Jules Poincare, who was writing at
the turn of the century, even then described
sociology as "the science with the most
methods and the fewest discoveries."10Otis
Dudley Duncan, whose theme I am here
repeating, has put it more pointedly:

actually know how to do research (otherwise,
we must suppose, they would have done some).
(Duncan 1974, p. 2)

The second imperfection, also of long
standing, is what I think of as overqualification. I have no quarrel with statistical or
mathematical analyses per se; they have
advantages and disadvantages just as the
various qualitative methods do. However,
overquantificationtakes place when the research problem calls for qualitative analyses
but quantitative ones are used instead, or
when the use of such analyses changes the
research problem. Overquantificationoccurs
when elegant statistical analyses are performed on sloppily collected data, or on data
forever made unclean by the covert or overt
agendas of the collectors. And it takes place
when quantitativeanalysis is not precededor driven-by concept and theory formulation, when researchers are literally merely
crunchingnumbers. Needless to say, equivalent sins happenon the qualitativeside. There
may be no phrase for qualitative data
crunching, but it occurs, and fieldwork alone
is inappropriatewhen the research problem
calls mainly for frequency distributions.
Some unfortunateeffects of overquantification result from its ideological character.One
is the inability of overquantifiersto tolerate
disagreement, and their resulting stigmatization of and discriminationagainst qualitative
research. Perhapsas a result, some advocates
of qualitative method have also become
ideologists. Consequently, a scientific discipline, in which research problems ought to
determine the methods, and in which many
problems are best solved by the use of both
types of methods, is locked into an ideological dispute over a dubious typology-which
is, moreover, actually about the nature of
sociology.
A relatedeffect of overquantificationis the
Writing on "methodology" cultivated for its
time
and energy academic departments,
own sake produces a bifurcation of scientific
effort that is stultifying. You have on the one individuals, and the discipline as a whole
hand inept researcherswho think they have no waste in endless battlingover the two types of
responsibilityfor the methods they use because methods. Robin Williams was recentlyquoted
they can cite the authorityof some "methodol- as calling this a sham battle, adding rightly
ogist" and on the other hand "methodologists" that -"energy should be better utilized in
whose advice is no good because they do not applying whatever techniques seem to produce reliable knowledge" (Hirschman 1987,
10 I am indebtedto Otis Dudley Duncan for this p. 5). However, by now the crucial battle is
quotation. Robert K. Merton has planned to less over ideas than over "scarce resources
include it, with its source, in a collection of social
science quotation which he and David Sills are
editing.

. . . jobs, research funds, editorial policies of

our journals, professional recognition and
prestige," as Mirra Komarovskyhas pointed
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out (Komarovsky1987, p. 562). Such battles
are not sham, and were they to end now, the
superior resource position of quantitative
sociology would become permanent.Those of
us who believe in the virtues of qualitative
empiricaland other sociological work have to
continue the struggle for equality of resources. I consider it scandalous, for example, when funding agencies with public
mandatesor tax exemptions nonetheless base
their grant policies on the power balance
inside disciplines.
A final effect of overquantificationthat
needs mentioning is its tropism toward
secondary analysis, which makes it possible
for sociologists to study society for their
entire lives without ever leaving their offices
to talk or listen to the people they study."
The reliance on secondary analysis also
makes us increasinglydependenton officially
produced data. Worse yet, the resulting
impersonalizationof research is thought to
make sociology more scientific, whereas in
fact intensive interviewing and fieldwork are
generallymore scientific because the researchers get to know closely the people and social
structuresthey are studying.
The problemsI have described are familiar
and have been discussed in previouspresidential addresses (e.g., Coser 1975). Thus,
nothing is gained by further elaboration.
What would be useful, however, is more
sociological researchinto why sociology and
the other social sciences have been developing what I see as imperfections. If I were
doing the study, I would want to look
particularlyat three sets of currentacademic
arrangements.
The first of these arrangementsmight be
called scholarly insulation and a correlative
lack of reality checks, which can disconnect
our work from what is generallyreferredto as
the real world. Unlike practitioners, our
research does not need to be accountable to
nonsociological kinds of validity, so that, for
example, we are not open to and thus do not
receive corrections from the people we have
studied. We are accountable to funders to
some extent, but many tend to base their
judgments on peer reviews and, whatever

11
their other virtues, peer reviewers can be as
insulated from the nonsociological world as
other researchers.
The absence of reality checks, which is
also one cause of intellectual mindlessness,
could actually be remedied somewhat by
instituting such checks as part of our
empirical procedure at the start and just
before the end of our research.Basically such
checks would involve informal reconnaissances, through the use of informants,
informal interviewing, and fieldwork, among
the people or institutionsunder study, as well
as the application of independent statistical
data, already available or newly collected
from a small sample. Even theoreticalpapers
and quantitative secondary analyses can be
improvedby reality checking.
Another kind of reality checking would
identify thoughtfulnonsociologists to critique
our work and identify errorsof omission and
commission. Where possible, these must also
include the people we study. Reality checks
seem to me to be at least as important as
literaturereviews, and we will be well served
if we can make them intrinsic parts of our
researchprocedures.
The other two causes of imperfection are
less easy to remedy. One is scientist,

the

modeling of sociological (and social science)
research methods on a highly idealized
version of the methods of the natural
sciences. Although this modeling began even
before sociology first became systematically
empirical, it continues today when we know
full well, in part from research in the
sociology of science, that naturalscientists do
not operateaccordingto the idealized conception of their method. Indeed, the ideal is
humanly unworkable;neverthelesswe cannot
let go of it. We also know that social
structures are not molecules and cannot be
studied like them, but we cannot seem to let
go of that analogy either. Nor have we yet
learned to appreciate Donald McCloskey's
lesson that "scientific work is rhetorical"and
that it is so "even in its stylistic appeal to a
rhetoricof not having a rhetoric"(McCloskey
1985, p. 98).
Idealized naturalscience is a kind of civil
religion in modernAmerica, and theremay be
" David Riesman has pointed out that some a quasi-religiouselement both in the ideal and
survey researchersdraft their interview questions, the consensus behind it. The ideal also
have others obtain the answers and then analyze continuesto justify the searchfor sociological
the data and never leave their offices either "laws"-the nomothetic approachto sociol(personal communication).
ogy-but that search may express the latent
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hope for power-in an ideal society in which
these laws - and their formulators - would

play a central decision-making role. Such a
society is as millenarianas those of the major
religions: when salvation has been achieved,
the Messiah has come, Mohammed has
returned,or the State has withered away.
The searchfor sociological laws is, furthermore, sufficiently abstract to be "above"
cultural or political conflicts of the moment.
It is perhaps no accident that nomothetic
sociology-like overquantifiedwork-is usually noncontroversial,and unlikely to produce
criticism of economic, political, and cultural
power holders who are behaving in undemocratic or unjust ways.
The third and last cause of imperfectionin
sociology I will discuss concerns that strange
institution in which academics work and in
which all academic scholarship is therefore
embedded. Although we are paid for the
numberof courses we teach, we are promoted
by how much we publish, and only sometimes by the quality of our publications as
well. In effect, our strange institution operates like a machine shop in which publications are treated like piecework. And like
employees in any other kind of machine shop
basically concernedwith amountof productivity, we may overspecialize to study one part
of the "social machine."
Moreover, again like workers in other
machine shops, we are periodically greeted
by new technology oriented to improving
productivity, most recently of course the
computer. The virtues of the computer for
both quantitativeand qualitativesociology far
outnumber the vices, but there are some
downsides too. Despite its potentials for
high-qualityresearch,the computerfacilitates
the speedier and thus greater production of
piecework. It further encourages secondary
analysis and the use of official, rather than
self-generated, data. Although creative researchers can make creative use of the
computer, the new technology even reduces
the need to think and analyze once the right
computer program has been found. Like
many other industries, we too are becoming
less labor-intensive.
These patterns are also symptoms of the
continuing bureaucratizationof research and,
as often happens, the new technology is
merely handmaiden to the socioeconomic
process. In fact the computer nicely fits the
academic shop routine, for it enables academ-

ics to do their research during the interstices
of a full teaching load, and to publish more
work at a faster clip.'2 The computer adds
furtherto the impersonalizationof research,
and thus fits in with the worship of the
idealized naturalscience method. Whatcomes
out of the computeris thereforeautomatically
judged to be scientific, and insufficient
attention is frequently paid to what human
beings put into it.
The imperfections I have described not
only standin the way of a bettersociology but
also damage our discipline and its reputation.
The public, general and educated, cannot
understand,or even see the justification for,
much of what we produce, since in too many
cases our work appears to have no benefit,
direct or indirect, for people's understanding
of society or for their lives. The reactions of
the lay public must not determine social
science policy or shape our research,but they
cannot be ignored either. Meanwhile, the
leaders as well as the foot soldiers of today's
dominantsociologies ought to rememberthat
a good deal of the intellectual standing and
good will our discipline has developed comes
from the work of public sociologists. Theyand books like The Lonely Crowd and Habits
of the Heart-essentially persuade much of
the lay public and its politicians that sociology ought to be cared about and funded!'3
OUR SOCIOLOGICALIDENTITY
To conclude my highly selective analysis of
the discipline and to end this essay, I want to
raise the issue of our identity as sociologists
in an era of ever-greater specialization of
fields and subfields within the discipline.'4
12

Perhapsthe currentcrisisin universitylibrary
finances, broughtabout in part by the everincreasing number of journals which charge
ever-increasing
subscription
rates,will eventually
puta damperon thepublish-or-perish
syndrome.
13 Theirreasonsfor supporting
sociologycould
shrink if culturalanthropologistswho can no
longerdo fieldworkoverseasandwho learnto cut
backon theirappetitefor exotic U.S. subcultures
replaces us even further in doing American
communitystudies.
14 Again, I must omit the practice side of
sociology, but the discipline's most serious
long-termidentityproblemis our continuingto
conceiveof identityin academicresearchterms,as
I do here. Thus, we neglectthe fact that many
practitioners
mayhavelittlereasonto identifywith
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That identity should concern all of us, to
further our own well-being and to help us
make our case for the desirabilityof sociological knowledge to the lay public.
Sociology is once again no different from
the other social sciences, althoughthe degree
of specialization may be greater than it is
among our peers because we are the residual
social science. We are more diverse to begin
with than economics (even though it is now
branching out beyond the economy) and
political science, which is basically still
concerned with politics only in government.
In any case, it is worth looking into the
benefits and costs of further sociological
specialization. Among the major benefits are
the intellectual vitality usually found in new
fields and subfields, as well as the intensive
personalcontact among researchersas long as
these fields remain small. Indeed, because of
the vitality that accompanieswork in the new
fields or at the frontiersof research,we ought
also to be moving deliberately across the
accepted or imagined boundaries of sociology, and in two ways.'5
For one thing, we should look more closely
at other social science disciplines to see what
we can learn from them as well as to discover
how we can improve on their work, jointly or
by ourselves. To mention just a few: social
history, the study of symbols and symbol
systems which we share with anthropology,
and empirical research in and of economic
institutions can all gain from such a look.'6
Disciplinaryboundariesin the social sciences
are arbitrary anyway, and they should be
crossed freely, preferablyfor substantive,not
imperialistic, reasons. We should act similarly toward boundaries beyond the social
sciences and take a greater interest in the
humanities. Among other things, the study of
the interrelationsbetween culture and social
an academicdiscipline, especially if and when they
are pushed or pulled by industry/agency- and
job-specific demandsfor their loyalty.
15 Both of these boundary-crossingthemes were
considered by the 1988 ProgramCommittee and
translatedinto a numberof Special Sessions at the
Atlanta meeting.
16 The intellectual vacuum created by the
economists' emphasis on econometricsand modelbuildingcould and should be filled in partby more
ethnographic and other institutional studies by
sociologists of the giant, and the small but
innovative, firms that currentlyplay a significant
role in the Americaneconomy.

13
structurecan benefit from the concepts and
ideas of literaryscholars. These can put some
of our concepts and ideas to use as well in
their work on literature and society-for
instance, what we have learned about the
roles of audiences in the production of
culture.
Increasing specialization inside sociology
also carriescosts, however. For one thing, the
more sociologists specialize in particular
fields, the more are some likely to limit
themselves to really tiny specialties within the
discipline as a whole. Moreover, when new
fields and subfields develop, they quickly
breed their own technical languages.
Theendresultis that[thediscipline]lookslikea
wheel. Peoplesit on theirown spokesandtalk
less and less to those on the other side.
Eventuallythe wheel maybecomea doughnut,
with a huge intellectualhole in the middle.
(Winkler1986, p. 7)
The person I quote is geographer Sam
Hilliard talking about his own discipline, but
his comment is startingto apply to sociology
as well, and the challenge is to prevent both
the wheel and the intellectual hole. The hole
cannot, however, be filled by pining for one
approach or theory that will reintegrate
sociology, for such reintegration is neither
likely nor desirablein a pluralisticdiscipline.
Instead we should ask ourselves what can
or should bring us together as sociologists.
One approachmay be to identify intellectual
cores that are common to many of us. These
can be concepts, frames, theories, methods,
or other intellectual forms and qualities that
we continue to share. A relatedapproachis to
look empirically at some major old and new
fields and subfields and determinewhat ideas,
concepts, and theories are operationally
similar in the significantresearchand theorizing in them, even if the terminology is
different.17 Such a project might even increase the sharing of terms and reduce the
excessive number of terms in the discipline.
The more we emphasize elements of sociology that we share in annualmeeting sessions,
other -conferences, and various kinds of
publications, the more we will discover to
17

Harriet Zuckermanhas suggested, in a
that some sociologists'
personalcommunication,
practiceof changingfields and the migrationof
problemsandapproaches
fromone fieldto another
mayact as countertendencies
to fragmentation.
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what extent we can remaina single discipline.
Even my previously mentioned question,
"What is a good society?" can perform this
function. Imagine a medical sociologist, an
ethnomethodologist, a specialist in gender
and sex roles, a market researcher, and a
mathematicalsociologist, all with roughly the
same values, being asked to come up with a
single answer to this question!
Identity is social as well as intellectual;
consequently, we should also look at social
mechanisms that can contributeto being and
feeling a partof a single discipline. ASA does
what it can along these lines, but only a bare
majorityof all sociologists belong, and much
too small a number of them are involved in
ASA as other than receivers of its services.
Also, the organizationstill relies excessively
for its agenda and leadership on academics
from the major research universities to be
fully representative. The Annual Meetings
bring about 3,000 of us together for a hectic
few days, although the sessions themselves
increasinglyare vehicles for specialization.In
1988, for example, 43 percent of the regular
sessions were runby sections, and many other
regular sessions were on subjects for which
there are sections.
Publications could bring us together as
well, but I wonder if they do since our
journals tend to appeal largely to specialists,
whatever the editor's hopes. For example,
ASR, being the flagship journal, is supposed
to representthe best in sociology. However,
for this readerand I imagine many others, it is
also a journal of lengthy research reports on
specialized topics, only some of which are of
general interest. In addition, ASR is dominated by often elegant quantitativeresearch.
In fact, some have suggested that ASR is
actually a methodologicaljournal for quantitative sociologists not able or willing to work
through the yet more technical articles in
Sociological Methodology. There are exceptions in ASR's emphasis, to be sure, and
recenteditorshave publishedmore exceptions
than past ones. On the whole, however, most
major articles continue to be researchreports
of roughlythe same formatand from basically
one kind of sociology. Sometimes one gets
the impression that ASR is "run" by its
contributors,the editors functioningprimarily
as quality controllersand traffic cops even if
they might personally prefer to publish a
different journal. Like the organizations we
study, ASR has become institutionalized.

CS may be the most generalof the journals,
for it reviews a large proportion of all the
books sociologists publish. While the reviews
are classified by sets of specialties, CS
readers can get a kind of overview of
sociology by reading all of the reviews.
Conversely, anecdotal evidence suggests that
many of ASR's readers scan the abstracts,
read an article or two, and leave it at that.
Over the years many have reported in the
discipline's grapevine that they have difficulty understandingor getting involved in
many of the articles, and there are regular
complaints, some published (Wilner 1985),
that ASR almost never deals with any of the
severe problemsor controversialissues abundant in Americansociety.'8
None of these observationsare intended as
criticisms of present or past editors of ASR,
for they work harder and longer at less
celebrated tasks than any other active ASA
members. Furthermore,I do not think ASR
should be anythingelse than what it is now: a
journal of researchpapers, althoughit should
publish more reports of qualitative research
and theoreticalas well as historicalpapers.'9
Instead of making basic changes in ASR,
we need another sociological journal that
publisheswhatASRcannot:articlesof general
interest to sociologists. Although such a
journal should be published for sociologists
and not the lay public and should be of high
intellectualquality, it must not be a technical
journal. This should also add to its appeal and
help make it profitable for an academic
publisher. We would not even be pioneers in
establishing such a journal, for in 1987 the
American Economic Association began to
publish The Journal of Economic Perspectives, which described itself in its first issue
as "a scholarly economics journal for the
general audience of economists" (Stiglitz,
Shapiro, and Taylor 1987, p. 3).
The editors of this new journalwould have
18
Despite the high reliabilityand validity of the
sociological grapevine, my evidence is anecdotal,
and we badly need sophisticatedreadershipstudies
of the discipline's majorjournals.
19 In fact, the number of historical papers in
ASR is now rising and one way to begin to assure
the publicationof qualitativeresearchreports and
theoretical papers is to submit them in large
enough numbersand at such high levels of quality
that ASR cannot want to do other than to publish
them.
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to use their intuition, experience, and values
to decide what their sociologist-readerswant
and need, but I will describe some kinds of
articles this readerwould like to see:
1. Analyses of general intellectual issues
in sociology, including, for example, studies
of the roles and effects of sociology in
America, the relevance of sociology in
postindustrial societies, and the relation
between American sociology and the American economy.
2. Extended debates about, and critiques
of, currenttheories or trends in theorizing, as
well as fundamentalor controversialissues in
empiricalresearch, teaching, and practice.
3. Review articles of sociologically relevant work in other disciplines, such as
institutionaleconomics, literarycriticism, and
theories of knowledge.
4. Nontechnical research reports and Annual Review of Sociology-style articles about
currentlysignificantor controversialtrendsin
American society: for example, downward
mobility in the middle class, causes of drug
use and abuse, convergencies of and relations
between high culture and popular culture.
This category could also include analyses
(and corrections) of pop sociology, for
example, of the decline of the nuclearfamily,
the rise of greed and materialism in the
1980s, and the cultural and economic power
of "yuppies" and "baby boomers" in American society.
5. Sociological analyses of currentevents
that have been or should have been in the
headlines, domestic and foreign, economic,
political, and cultural.
6. Long reviews, of New YorkReview of
Books quality, of important sociological
books, well known and unfairlyneglected, as
well as of books of significance to sociology
but written by nonsociologists.
7. Articles of professional relevance not
likely to appear in Footnotes, The American
Sociologist, or the practice journals: for
example, analyses of sources of conflicts in
academic departments, reviews of graduate
sociology programsfrom the studentperspective, and problems of sociological practice in
profit-making organizations. These articles
would frequentlyneed to be anonymous.
8. Sociological biographies of influential
figures in sociology, not necessarily from the
past.
9. Provocativepieces that suggest unusual
if untested (and even untestable)hypotheses,
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or offer thoughtful analyses of the discipline
by relevant outsiders.
10. Shorteror lighter articles:for example,
sociological reviews of art, literature, and
films-highbrow, middlebrow, and lowbrow;
studies of the depiction of sociologists in
American novels, films, and television, and
even cartoons of sociological significance or
relevance.
A lively journal that speaks to interestswe
share may help a little to bring us together as
specialization moves us ever further apart.
Nevertheless, perhaps the best way to add
some unity to the diversity takes me back to
the majortheme of this essay: our being more
useful to the public and to its various sectors.
Being useful, as teachers, researchers, writers, practitioners, and as experts, advisers,
and critics, will make us feel more usefuland this will strengthenthe commonality of
purpose among us. Being useful should also
add to our pride in the discipline, and pride is
itself a potent social cement. But if we have
furtherreasons to be proud of sociology, we
will surely grow intellectually and in other
ways in the years to come.
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